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NADIE SE BAÑA DOS VECES EN EL MISMO RÍO, SINO EN EL PANTANO MISMO

No one bathes twice in the same river, but in the swamp itself

Azkuna Zentroa

On occasion of her show at Azkuna Zentroa-Alhondiga, Irati Inoriza presents an audiovisual
installation exploring old and new forms of aqueousness and stimulating a fluid experience of the real,
moving between the actual, the virtual and the dreamlike.

Filmed at night, a group of synchronized swimmers appear in absolute stillness at a poolside. Between
chlorinated water and land, they inhabit and embody liminality. Athletic figures of a monumental
sculpture, with their bodies and outlined muscles; marine creatures, with their wet skin and hair
curling into tentacles; humans, with their occasional blinks and disclosed lips seeking for the next
breath; and synthetic beings, with their acid green costumes portraying digital nymphaeae, able to
float comfortably in the chemical water. The sound - a white noise - and the slight undulation of
pool-water, are the only animated entities of the first scene of the nine minutes long film “Ejercicios a
Ofelia”; until slowly, one by one, these feminine creatures become alive and swirl in the depths of
water. It is relevant to pause on these elements, in order to get to the core of Inoriza’s work and her
relationship with mythology, anthropology and their representation in history of art, but also feminist
thinking and contemporary theory on ecology, technology, the digital age and how all these web into
the complexity of the real. Shakespeare’s Ophelia drowns of madness after the overwhelming toxic
love of Hamlet; but through a feminist lens one might understand that she instead becomes water,
ungraspable, resisting phallic oppression and embracing her liquid essence; she lets her body to
become landscape. In Marine Lover (1980) Luce Irigaray draws a parallel between women and sea,
observing the dripping morphology of the female body and their biological correlation with the
plurality of being; which renders women as water, fluid, undomable and resisting categorization.1

More recently Astrida Nemainis’ writings on Hydrofeminism build upon Iringaray’s thinking and
acknowledge that watery embodiment is still a feminist question, but the fluid body is not specific to
women. Nemainis broadens the idea saying that we are all bodies of water: using her words “we
perspire, urinate, ingest, ejaculate, menstruate, lactate, breathe, cry. We take in the world, selectively,
and send it flooding back out again”.2 Water connects nature and culture and it is the element that so
well allows us to understand the entanglements between the human and the natural world.

As the film continues, Txalaparta percussions animate the swimmers and summon them to dance in
water; their synchronic movements push corporeal limits revealing strength, endurance, flexibility and
grace, in harmony and dare with the fluid element. They mimic the pose of John Everett Millais’
painting of Ophelia (1852), appropriating and embodying her essence. Underwater they become one -
a flower, a gracious marine creature, a collective body - but as the soundtrack also reminds, breath is
what inevitably renders them a vulnerable self. They are destined to always emerge again, quickly,
individually catching a breath, human again. The body becomes the central vessel to understand one's
relationship within the world, made of interdependencies and fluctuating thresholds between self and
other, but also vulnerabilities and dangerous exposures. It is perhaps not a case that the combination
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of art and sport appears recurrently in Inoriza’s works, who previously explored the experience of
touch through wrestling and fight.3 Looking at Ancient Greece, where athletes and sport were one of
the main subjects of art, it’s a point of departure for considering the body and its connectedness to the
spirit and the world, linking to a feminist and feminine understanding of reality. The artist uses the
moving body as a metaphor for something in flux. In this instance a body of water, a leaking body,
implies a certain level of porosity between singular/plural, inside/outside and in general between
apparent separate entities or realms, and what seems to urge Inoriza is also the question of where to
place technology. Throughout the film the camera follows the swimmers’ bodies organically. It
plunges in the synthetic chlorinated depths, it resurfaces among sinking sounds and bubbly afloatings,
and it becomes itself a body of water. The 2-channel video presents different views concurrently, at
times becoming one, and it seems to aptly contextualise the whole in a categorisation-free
understanding of the realms of technology, nature and culture. Inoriza embraces the potentiality of the
“oceanic feeling” of becoming. In the words of Jakie Wang: “an experience of ego loss that enables
one to commune with the “substance” of existence in a way that radically alters one’s orientation to
the world”.4 If we live in liquid times5, perhaps we can handle the fluid materiality of the real world
and re-shape it all. As Astrida Nemainis writes, not only does water connect us, gestate us, sustain us -
it disturbs the very categories that ground the domains of social, political, philosophical, and
environmental thought.6 But such entanglements must not be thought of solely as harmonic and
blissful. As the synchronized swimmers well know, water can be a lethal environment, and their
survival in it is made of friction, viscosity, resistance and physical struggle. The film has among its
references the drowning effects often used in the music videos of Billie Ellish. The theme of letting
oneself drown appears thus again, perhaps lamenting the struggle of being entrapped within the
dominant descriptions of the world.

When the film ends, the audio recording of a sound performance continues the choreographed
installation orchestrated by Inoriza. Titled “El agua que volaba al aire”, the piece seems to lament the
body in favour of becoming a monstrous other: a Lamiak, duck-human creature of Basque mythology
which Inoriza ardently and patiently kept trying to encounter during her childhood spent around the
Kadagua river. The piece starts with a “Bertsolaritza” (traditional Basque song) singing a poem
written by Verde Prato and dedicated to the Lamiak; and it develops in an exercise of embodiment
where words dissolve in phonetics and open to a whole new language of whispers and corporeal
sounds. Both the film and the sound piece contaminate the space of the exhibition itself, where a
fountain of chlorinated water proudly stands emerging from darkness. Ceramic duck-like skins
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shimmer, becoming empty containers of a body now free. The smell is delicate but sharp, inviting the
viewer’s eyes to rest and rather explore other senses. Inoriza lets both water and night become a place
for intuition, a place where bodies are in fluid relation with nature and technology. Basque mythology,
history of art and contemporary culture are used by the artist as references for excavating and
foreseeing an interconnected net of relations, made of encounters and collisions that are affecting our
individual and social body.
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